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Abstract: A theoretical foundation is given for a recently proposed continuation method for nonlinear variational 
inequalities that depend on a parameter. The use of a specific norm of the solution for the continuation permits to 
extend known theoretical results for this problem. Additionally extensive numerical results were obtained that not only 
show the effectiveness of the proposed method. They also clarify the phenomenon of discrete or spurious transition 
points observed earlier. 
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1. Introduction 
The solution of parameter-dependent variational problems corresponding, for example, to 
boundary value problems for elliptic partial differential equations is rather well understood. In 
particular, continuation methods have been developed, to compute solutions along solution 
branches. These methods were analyzed and justified theoretically, but they were also success- 
fully applied to various problems in the applications. 
Only recently have analogous problems been considered in the case that the variational 
problem corresponds to a free boundary value problem. This work addresses two aspects of such 
problems. In the next section theoretical results are quoted that show the existence of a 
continuation of solutions and justify a numerical continuation method first presented in [17]. 
Essential is that an energy norm is used as continuation parameter. Solutions may be continued 
with respect to this parameter under weaker conditions than were used in earlier works 
[9,3,17,15]. The question of local continuation for variational inequalities was studied in [9, Satz 
3 on page 91, in which an application to a problem for the beam was considered, see also [ll] for 
the corresponding problem for the plate. Both problems are governed by fourth order differential 
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operators. In [3] the continuation problem was studied for second order elliptic variational 
inequalities, also, in contrast to [9], in the singular case. In the regular case the eigenvalue itself 
was used in [9,3] as continuation parameter. The same was done in [15] where we have 
generalized results of [3] to more general problems by using ideas from [9,11]. 
In contrast to these papers, we use here a new continuation parameter, namely the value of the 
functional f on the solution u of the variational inequality (2.1) see also [17]. This was done by 
Beckert [l] in the case of equations. In [14] we have extended his results to variational 
inequalities. We shall sketch the main idea of Beckert’s work [l] after the formulation of the 
Theorem of the next section. It is beyond the scope of this work to present detailed proofs for 
which we refer to [14]. 
In the third section a variant of the numerical continuation method of [14] is presented 
together with the results of extensive computations. These numerical results show clearly the 
presence of spurious transition points. In case the variational inequalities correspond to obstacle 
problems for differential equations there are transition points in the continuous problem when 
the set of points at which the solution contacts the obstacle changes from being empty to being 
nonempty. For the discretizations, however, every change of the contact set corresponds to a 
transition point. This gives rise to interesting bifurcation diagrams already for rather simple 
variational inequalities. 
In the context of continuation for parameter-dependent variational inequalities a sequence of 
highly nonlinear optimization problems has to be solved. An increase of the efficiency of the 
numerical methods used for this purpose is indicated and thus a multigrid approach to these 
problems has been considered in [6]. 
2. Theoretical results for continuation with respect to a norm 
Let I/ be a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space H. We assume that 0 E I/ and 
V/z (0). We are interested in the local continuation of a given solution ( uO, A,) E V x R to the 
variational inequality 
uEV: f’(u)(u-~)>Ag’(u)(u-u) forall uEI/. (2.1) 
Here f’, g’, f”, g” etc. denote Gateaux derivatives of real functionals f and g defined on H. 
We assume that all Gateaux or FrCchet derivatives which we shall need exist and are continuous. 
Set 
We suppose that there is a p > 0 such that 
(1) f is weakly lower semicontinuous on V n B,(u,); 
(2) g is weakly continuous on V n B,(u,); 
(3) f “( u)(w, w) is equivalent to the given norm ]I w ]I = (w, w)l’* on H uniformly with 
respect to u E V n Bp(uo), that is, we assume that there exist positive constants ci, c2 not 
depending on u such that ci I] w I] * < f “( )( u W, w)4c211w112 forall uEVnB,o; 
(4) g”( u)( w, w) is weakly continuous with respect to w E H for every fixed u E V n B,(u,); 
(5) f’(u)(u) 2 c II u II 2> c>O, for UE VnBJGJ; 
(6) thereisa hEHsuchthat ufh~Vand g’(u)(h)#Oforall UEV. 
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The method of proof of the following result, see [14], is based on Beckert’s continuation 
method for eigenvalue equations [l] which is in a certain sense the variational counterpart to the 
method of Decker and Keller [4] in the regular case. 
Forgivenu~~andt~Oweset~(u)={w~H;u+tw~I/}andassumethat~(u)#{O} 
for all t with 0 < t G t,. Let for a given constant A not depending on t 
K,Ab) = {w E Kb); f”W( w, w) G 1, If’(u)(w) I <At and Ig’(u)(w) I <At}. 
Let (u, X) E V x IR + be a solution to (2.1). We make the following hypothesis. 
(A) Let t, JO and w, E y:,,A( u) be a weakly convergent sequence w,-w. Then it follows that 
w E K, for a given closed convex cone with the vertex at zero. 
In applications to obstacle problems for the beam or plate, see [9,11-131, the assumption in 
the above hypothesis implies that w = 0 and grad w = 0 on the boundary of the contact set and 
w < 0 in the contact set. Then K, is defined through these side conditions and through 
f’(u)(w) = 0 and g’(u)(w) = 0. 
We assume furthermore that 
g”(u)(w, w) >O for a WE K,. (2.2) 
Let AKU be given by 
04h 4 
Ai,’ = WEg$O) f”(U)(W, w) . 
See [lo] for this and similar problems in convex sets and for related references. 
We mention that we have worked in [9,15] with a set y,A larger than the one above, namely 
{WE K:(u); f”N( w, w) G 1 and f’(u)(w) -Ag’(u)(w) <At}. 
Let ( uO, h,) E VX R + be a solution to (2.1) with f( uO) > 0. Set f( u,,) = Y,‘, r, > 0, u( rO) = u0 
and h(r,,) = X,. 
Theorem. Suppose that the inequality A, < AK and (A) with u = u0 are satisfied. Then there 
exists a constant 77 > 0 such that for every r, I Y”“- r, I < 7, there exists a solution (u(r), h(r)) of 
the variational inequality (2.1) with f (u( r)) = r2. Moreover there exists a constant c which does not 
dependonrsuch that IIu(r)-u(ro)II dcIr-ro11’2 and IA(r)-h(r,)I <cIr-rol’/2. 
One finds such a solution u(r) by the following method of Beckert [l], see [14] for the case of 
variational inequalities. Set 
BP(uo)= {v~H;]]v-u,I] <p}, p>Osmallenough, 
M,= {VE V; f(v)<r2) 
and 
Mr.P = M,nB,(u,). 
We consider the maximum problem 
max g(v). 
UEM.0 
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From the above assumptions one concludes that there exists a solution u(r) and that )I u(r) - 
u0 )( < p, provided 1 r - r. 1 -c 77 is satisfied for a sufficiently small 77 > 0. Then it follows, see [7], 
that u(r) is a solution of the variational inequality and that f( u( r)) = F-*, see [14] for details. 
Let L = (u(r), A( Y)), 1 Y - r, I < q, be the branch of solutions to (2.1) according to the above 
theorem. Under further assumptions like (A) there is no bifurcation from L, see [14]. The 
problem of bifurcation from a given branch of solutions to the variational inequality (2.1) was 
studied in [9,11-131 in connection with applications to the beam and the plate. 
In the case of second order problems hypothesis (A) may be verified much more easily than 
for fourth order problems. To see this, let us consider the model problem from the next section. 
In this example we have 
V= {uEHi(Q); u<$ on52}, $aOon ti, 
f(u) = ‘Ll vu I * dx, g(u) = L e” dx. 
Let (u, A) E V x IF3 + be a solution of (2.1) and let I,, = { x E 0; u(x) = #(x)} be the coincidence 
set. We assume that I, is the closure of a sufficiently regular domain D c c 9. If we take 
wE:Ht(fi\I,); 1 VuVw dx=Oand / e’w dx=O 
QV” QV” 
then it is easy to check that the above hypothesis (A) holds for this K,, which is here in fact a 
linear space. 
If there exists a continuation according to [15] then the new method yields also a continuation 
because the eigenvalue criterion of this paper, that is the inequality X, < AK of the theorem, is 
satisfied if the corresponding criterion of [15] is fulfilled since the cone fro”& [15] is in general 
larger than K,. 
3. Numerical continuation and results 
In this section we assume that a problem of the form (2.1) has been discretized by finite 
elements or finite differences yielding the finite-dimensional variational inequality 
v~(u)T(r)-u)>-AVg(u)T(u-u), V’uE V. (3.la) 
Here the discretization parameter h is suppressed since it is not relevant in the following and 
V denotes a closed convex subset of R”, n = n(h). 
While the numerical method could be defined in this general framework a specific form of V 
will be considered here 
V= {UE[W”, u<$, $20, ++0} (3.lb) 
where inequalities are to be understood componentwise. These obstacle problems can be 
extended to include lower bounds, too, and they arise, for example, in the postbuckling analysis 
of contact problems for beams, plates, and shells. 
Numerical continuation methods for problems of the form (3.1) have been given and applied 
in [2,15,17]. The method in [17] in fact uses continuation with respect to the parameter r* =f( u) 
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as considered above. Since the theory for the continuous problem also covers appropriate 
discretizations, the above theory justifies and clarifies the applicability of the continuation 
method used in [17]. A method closely related to that will be discussed here and the results of 
extensive computations will be reported that shed more light on a phenomenon first observed in 
[17]. The difference between the continuation method presented here and that of [17] is the 
transition to p = X-’ made below which results in a symmetric Jacobian of the system permitting 
the application of certain conjugate gradient methods. 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that f(u) is quadratic 
f(u) = :z4TAU (3.lc) 
where A is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. We further denote the gradient and Hessian of g 
by b and B respectively, and for reasons that will become clear later we introduce p = h-i. 
Problem (3.1) is then equivalent to the complementarity problem 
(/_Utz.-b(U))T(U-#)=O, pLAz.4 - b(U) < 0, U-$<O. (3.2) 
The set of the indices of the active constraints is denoted by 
I(u)= {iE {l)...) n}, Uj=$j}. 
The numerical method will be a feasible direction method. Iteratively, starting from some known 
solution (pO, ZQ), r-0’ = f( uo) along the solution branch a new solution for the target value r # r. 
will be computed. In a predictor step first a starting guess (pi, u,), ui E V, f( ui) = r2 will be 
determined. Then a corrector iteration produces a sequence ( pk u,), uk E I’ which converges to 
a solution (p, u), u E I/ with f(u) = r2. 
The predictor is an Euler step as it is customary in continuation methods for nonlinear 
equations. Let s be the arclength along the solution branch in (p, u)-space. Then it is clear from 
[2, 151 that the tangent vector in (pO, uO) is given by (E_i,, zi,) which is a solution of 
(!-%A - B(%)) &I = - (/-MG+%) (3.3) 
but in the “free” variables i E I, = I( uo) only. The tangent vector satisfies 1) zi, I( 2 + fi’, = 1 but is 
defined only up to a sign. 
There are now several ways in which the predicted point (pi, ui) may be found. In case u,, pi 
are chosen along the tangent 
u,=u,+ssti,, !-% = PO + asp0 (3.4a) 
then 6s may be chosen as in [14] such that 
6s := min 
1 
G, r$i (( qi - uoi)/zioi, icoi > 0)) 
cl 
(3.4b) 
where 8s satisfies f( u. + 8&,) = r2. In this case active constraints remain active, but if along ti, 
new constraints become active then it is avoided to violate them. For small enough steps and, 
since ti, is the first-order change of u along the solution path, the resulting active set Ii will be 
the one that holds for the solution u to be computed in the cases that this set includes I,. 
Another possibility is, as in [2] for a given 6s to choose pL1 as in (3.4) but 
ui = min(#, u. + &sti,). 
Then, for larger steps ui is feasible but no longer a first order approximation to U. The 
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normalization condition used in [2] is a linear functional in (u, X, s) and 6s is chosen according 
to criteria very different from (3.4b). Finally, the generalized Rayleigh-quotient may be utilized 
to determine pi. This will for small Ss yield a value that is correct at least of the same order as 
that in (3.4) while it may give a better approximation for larger steps. In the case of equations 
we derive from (3.2) 
uW1) U;r~bl) 
kQ=-- 
ZqAu, 2r2 ’ 
while again from (3.2) this may be replaced for variational inequalities by 
Pl= ( C uli~b(ul~)ij/(2r2~ C Uli(Au,)ij~ 
i Z I, I E I, 
see also [6]. 
The subsequent corrector iteration will consist of Newton steps for the augmented system 
(/Ufu-b(u)),=O, i@I(u) 
+uTAu - r2 = 0, (3.5) 
and thus the corrections are defined through 
i 
pkA -B, Au, 6u, I i bbk) - PkAUk = u;rA 0 %k r2 - :u;Au, 
‘k= $p((+i- uki)/6uki, 6uki ’ O), ak = min((v,, l), (3.6) 
k 
Uk+i = uk + (Y/&k, pk+l = pk + ak6pk, 
where the linear system is solved only in the variables not in Ik = I( uk). 
In order to complete the definition of the numerical continuation method it is necessary to 
specify the change of the active set I. There is no restriction on the activation of constraints 
during the corrector iteration. A constraint i, E Ik with 
(PkAUk-b(Uk))i,> (pkAUk-b(Uk))i>O, viErk 
may be inactivated, as is well-known, when 
(!+‘t% - bbk))itZl, = 0; 
this strategy is used below, for another strategy see [14]. If the solution (p, U) being computed is 
a strict local minimum of the constrained optimization problem 
n-m-l {Pf(U) -g(u)] 
UE V.f(u)=P 
then convergence of the algorithm may be shown as in [16]. 
We note that the transition to p = X-i resulted in a symmetric augmented Hessian matrix in 
(3.6). This made it possible to use efficient conjugate gradient methods. A further increase of 
efficiency may be obtained through a multigrid approach [5,6]. As, however, the results below 
will show already the use of a method such as SYMMLQ, [18], which requires only a subroutine 
for the multiplication of a vector by the matrix in (3.6), permits the solution of problems with 
lo4 variables with modest storage and computing time demands. 
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It is beyond the scope of this work to analyze the numerical method or to present exhaustive 
results obtained with it. A phenomenon first observed in [17] will be illustrated in more detail. In 
the continuous problem there will in general be a part of the solution branch (p, u) for which 
u < $, i.e. (p, u) satisfies the variational equation. A point for which in every neighborhood there 
is a solution to the equation and one to the variational inequality was called transition point in 
[3]. For discrete problems this definition has to be modified. Each point u is a (spurious) 
transition point for which the active set I(U) is different along the branch on both sides of this 
point. A few studies of the resulting bifurcation diagrams will be presented below. 
Let A = A, in (3.1~) be given as the standard five-point difference approximation to -A on 
the unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and let 
b(u)=(e”l), i=l,..., n, n=((l-h)/h)*. 
For this problem and a constant obstacle function 4 some results reported in [17] indicated 
that the spurious transition points may lead to a solution curve with many turning points. 
Furthermore, the curve may be nonsmooth at these spurious transition points. This can be seen 
from the following argument. We consider a local expansion U(S) in the neighborhood of such 
points, the point itself corresponding to s = sO. Since ui(s) < $, for, say, s < s0 for the 
components of u that get in contact with the obstacle for s = s,, while ui(s) = #, for these i and 
.s 3 so, U(S) is smooth at s = s0 only if au/as = 0 for s 7 so. This carries over to quadratic 
functionals of u such as Y. Consequently, Y will in general be a nonsmooth function of s and 
thus also of X(p) at the (spurious) transition points. For h + 0 the curve is expected to become 
increasingly smooth and approximate the curve of the continuous problem. The only points of 
nonsmoothness to remain should be the continuous transition points. 
The continuation for this problem was carried out utilizing (3.4), (3.6) for a sequence of 
increasing values of r. In order to scale the graphs with respect to h, 7 = hfi was depicted versus 
Fig. 1. J/ = 2, 3,4; h =A; A,, =138.6, Fmmax = 247. 
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Fig. 2. J/ = I)~; h = A; A,, = 6.8, f,,,max = 234. 
h = /.cl. Relatively small steps in Y were taken to obtain a high resolution of the curves, but not 
because they were necessary to assure convergence of the algorithm (cf. [17]). Instead of scales 
along the axes the maximum values of A and ? (values at the endpoints of the axes) are given in 
each of the figures. Figures 2-6 have different scales along the axes. In each of the Figs. 1 and 7 
the curves are graphed with the same scale. 
Fig. 3. t+b = G2; h = i; A,,, =16.8, 7,,‘,,, ~146. 
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Fig. 4. 4 = J/2; h = A; A,, = 63.1, Jmax = 217.5. 
A first comparison shows the dependence on the value of a constant obstacle function. Figure 
1 shows the resulting (7, X)-curves from (0, 0) until all discrete variables are at the bound. The 
“roughness” of the curves appears to increase with the height of the obstacle. Between successive 
transition points there seem to be “copies” of the lower part of the branch which exhibits a 
Fig. 5. $I = I)~; h = &; A,, ~131.6, F,,,,, = 250. 
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Fig.6. $=I)~; h=&; X,,=504,F”‘,,=352. 
turning point. The sizes and shapes of these copies seem to depend on how soon for increasing r” 
the set of active constraints changes again. This, of course, depends on the form of the obstacle 
function. In a next graph the first point of the curve for an even coarser discretization but with a 
Fig.?‘. $=I)*; h=A, &,A, &; x ,,=6.8, fm:,,=lOO. 
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convex obstacle 
4,(x, v) = 4 + lO((x - o.5)2 + (y - o.5)2)1’2 
is shown further illustrating this effect. On this curve the “continuous” transition point is also 
clearly visible. 
In order to demonstrate the dependence on the discretization parameter, in Figs. 3-6 results 
are presented for various values of h and for the obstacle 
4,(X, y) = 3 + ((x - o.5)2 + (y - o.5)2)1’2. 
First, it has to be noted that results for different h-values are not comparable over the entire 
(r”, X)-range since for a smaller h points closer to the boundary of the domain may contact the 
obstacle for presumably large values of the load h and corresponding to larger values of the 
norm r”. While the curves “smooth out” for smaller h there is still considerable roughness present 
for larger values of h respectively r”. For values not too large, however, the curves show the 
expected behavior, see also the graphs in [2]. To demonstrate this, finally the picture combining 
the curves for h = i, L and 1c, = +L2 but only up to r” = 100 is given in Fig. 7. While the curves ’ ’ . > 64 
for h = i and h = & are clearly distinguishable, those for h = $ and h = & nearly coalesce and 
they are also very smooth. 
As a further illustration we consider the one-dimensional analog of the above problem with 
h = f. Since we are looking for solutions with 0 < ui = ug -C u2 < d the variational equation for 
this problem may be written as G( u, X) = 0 or 
2u, - u2 = A eul, -2u, + 2u, =X eu2. (3.7) 
It is well-known that there is a unique (left-turning) turning point on the variational equation 
branch which is easily computed from (3.7) and det G, = 0 as 
ui = 0.824, u2 = 1.16, h = 0.212. 
For simplicity let us consider the solution branch in the (ui, h)-plane. The transition point 
corresponds to u2 = d in (3.7) which leads to the single equation 
F,(u,) = 2u, - d + 2 e”l-d(ul - d) = 0. 
Since F,(:d) = -d e-d’2 < 0 and Fi( d) = d > 0 this equation has a solution id < zq* -c d. 
Beyond UT the equation 
F2( ui) = 2u, - d - X e*’ = 0 (3.8) 
holds as long as ui < d. There is a single singular point on this variational inequality branch 
which according to (3.8) and 
F;(u,) = 2 - h e”* = 0 
is given by (Iii, 2 e-“I ), Ei = id + 1, d 2 2. Using ui = Ur + c in (3.8) yields 
X(2+) = A(&)(1 - +C’+ O(C’)) 
showing that this is a left-turning limit point and this holds also in a (T, h)-diagram. For d -c 2 
there is no singular point on the variational inequality branch. 
Finally, we compute the second transition point. From (3.8) this is the point (d, d epd). It lies 
on the solution branch of the corresponding one-variable (h = i) problem ui = h ey. This 
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example exhibits the features of the above discretizations in the simplest situation possible. 
However, equation (3.8) and the subsequent discussion apply to each value uI = u(l/h) for an 
arbitrary discretization independent of h. Thus, for all h will the curve exhibit in its upper part, 
just before all constraints become active, an arch with a left-turning limit point at u1 = id + 1. 
This will be similar for the two-dimensional analog of (3.7) as can be clearly observed from the 
Figs. 3-6. So, at least in this sense can the curve not be expected to become totally “smooth” for 
finite h. 
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